SORE

BACK
7 WAYS TO HELP YOUR BACK
WORK AT IT'S BEST

So We’re On
The Same Page
Lets start with a deﬁnition because I'm a
Chiropractor and can use some unfamiliar
words – the word I'm particularly familiar with
is Subluxation. Said, “Sub-Lux-a-shun”, it's the
condition where the bones of the spine press
on the nerve system directly or indirectly
causing interference to your nerve ﬂow. That
could result in pain, numbness, asthma like
symptoms, headaches, irritable bowel
symptoms – I'll stop there because the list is
endless. Succinctly put, subluxation can
interfere with whatever the nerve system
controls (everything)
Here's what you wanted - seven ways to help
your back work at it's best.

1. Hydrate
Simple but overlooked. You should be drinking between 26 and 31ml per Kg body
weight in water – preferably with a pinch of good quality sea salt (minerals) – Your
Body's Many Cries for Water.
Dehydration leads to stress – hydration stress – which loads all systems of the body
with the stress of functioning to conserve water. This means pretty much
everything your body does. But keeping it simple, I'll just cover the most obvious
and critical systems:
Lungs
Ÿ Oxygen and CO2 exchange. Humidifying incoming dry air so that sensitive alveoli
(air sacks) can eﬃciently exchange gases.
Ÿ pH maintenance in the blood to keep pH at optimum
Ÿ Mucus production to move dust and other foreign substances up and out of the
lungs reduced in dehydration.
All these processes require adequate hydration to function without stress on
the nerve system. Reduced hydration increases nerve system stress (strain)
This aﬀects the musculature at related segments of the spine and may result
in poor spinal movement which further stresses the nerves creating a
vicious cycle.
Kidneys
Ÿ tasked with ﬁltration of waste out of the blood stream whilst preventing the loss
of vital blood components (glucose, proteins, fats, salts, hormones etc).
Dehydration is altered here by letting more water go if you've drunk too much
and concentrating urine (holding water in) if you're dehydrated (urine dark
yellow). It's easier for your kidneys to function if you're drinking the optimal
amount of water (too much or little is a stress – which may lead to irritation at
the spinal levels taking this nerve stimulation in and then subluxation.

Skin
Ÿ How many people put on hydrating lotions? Your
skin will be healthier of you have adequate water
in your system. Why? It's 65% water. It loses
water (sweat) to keep your temperature regulated
(down) and provides a barrier to the outside
keeping what's inside safe.
How stressful is it if you are impaired in
temperature regulation and generally
turning into a prune? Your skin is a great
indicator for how other tissues are doing –
what do you think your spinal discs are
made up of? Your ligaments? Your muscles
(73%)? Your organs (73%)? Your Lungs (83%)
Stress those tissues long term from
dehydration and it's no wonder your sick,
tired, unwell, getting chronic conditions.
Intestines
Ÿ No-one likes to talk about guts, but that's
changing a bit now. I'm not going to talk about
your microbiome, but I'm going to talk about one
other function of your intestines – to prevent
excess water loss. From the stomach, partially
digested food looks like soup. By the time it hits
the exit it should be Play-Doh consistency (sorry
to the Play-Doh lovers of the world for that
analogy, but it works for me! 12 ) Dehydration is
managed in the intestine by your intestine
absorbing water out of your stool. That makes it
hard (in all ways!) If it's too hard you can't pass
easily; too thin and that's never fun. In fact, both
are rather stressful! Pushing can lead to
Haemorrhoids (Piles), contribute to and aggravate
diverticulitis, aggravate back conditions from
pressure straining and other un-fun. If you're
stool is too loose (watery) it can result in you
loosing important salts, gut bugs, vitamins and
minerals and lead to malnutrition.
All these are stressful and may contribute to and
aggravate subluxation.

2. Stretching
This has been a big thing in health circles for a long while. Yoga is all about it. So
why don't people do it? Many reasons. But if you've got back pain you need to be
gently stretching – gently stretching! – to keep both movement and suppleness in
the spine and body. Now it's important to realise that your body isn't dumb.
Chiropractic philosophy says that if your body wants something tight, there's a
reason for it – in some way it's protecting you. At the same time if you body is
tightening up consistently, then you want to at least attempt some gentle
management (stretching) And then go looking for the reason you're tightening up
regularly (usually a protective response of the muscle to subluxation in it's nerve
supply or of a joint the muscle crosses)
That being said, here are a few stretches you can try for some relief:
Ÿ Pretzel Stretch for the Spine: https://bit.ly/2xpoHzV
Ÿ Good Gluteal stretch:

https://bit.ly/2LGS6J1

Ÿ Rotational stretches for the Neck – here's the low down. If your neck is tightening

up in the back, it might just be that your body thinks your head forward posture is
bad for it, hence tightening up the muscles in the rear of your neck. So even
though your forward neck stretching might feel good, it could be making the
problem worse. If you release that tension through massage or stretching, why
do you think it comes back? What could happen if you keep loosening that tight
neck? Shouldn't it loosen itself if it's working properly? If for example your arm
isn't tight all the time, why is your neck/back?
A simple neck posture – roll up a small towel and lie down with it under your
neck. It supports the natural curve and relieves the muscles without damaging
the spine further. https://bit.ly/2sqijCC

3. Diet
Most people have a hard time understanding the connection of diet to their back.
This is probably highlighting the major problem people have - seeing everything
separately. What you feed your body is what it must make you out of. Further, what
you feed your body might be toxic or poisonous to it. That being true, how do you
think your system (intelligent as it is) should respond to poison/toxin/irritants? Let's
think this through. If your gut is irritated/stressed/poisoned, then the nerves serving
that area of the body will convey messages of distress. Your nerve isn't like a wire –
the messages of distress are irritating to the nerve itself! That irritation is the passed
on in the spine to nerves going up to your brain. Where the message is passed on,
there is a bleed-over eﬀect. The nerves nearest are related to muscles that control
the joint where the nerve message is being processed. That leads to a tightening of
that joint. Sometimes this includes muscles that run the major joints like knees,
ankles hips etc as well. If you're constantly feeding yourself garbage, or you've
created a toxic environment in your gut or if your gut is hyperirritable because of
this all being a long-term process, then you are prone to increased tightness and
reduced joint movement in your spine – which then irritates your nerve system,
interfering with and irritated the nerves. This irritation is then fed back to the tissues
(gut and related muscles/joints) Irritated messages are now being sent to the gut
and the muscles related. This is a vicious cycle which may lead to chronic sickness
and pain if it isn't addressed. The whole process may be repeated from the spine if
you subluxate a spinal vertebra ﬁrst - this may cause gut irritation and poor function.
What do you think happens if you leave this poor communication cycle set up for
years??

Slow gut habit – toxin resorption, bug
overgrowth (wrong type), bad fat resorption.
Speed up your gut by gradually adding more
vegetables (especially cabbage/Brussel sprouts,
green leafy vegies) and fruit. Whole foods is the
key here.
Rapid change in diet makeup – leads to ﬂora (gut
bug) imbalance which feeds back into the nerve
supply of the low back and may make you tighter
in the low back than you need to be. Only shift
your diet by 10% per week is a good rule of
thumb.
All this leads to Inc allostatic (bad
stimulation/information) load on the nerve
system which increases your stress levels and
may lead to spinal subluxation.
If you've been eating a poor diet for years, your
body may well have already become stuck
(subluxated) in the nerve areas dealing with
digestion. If this has happened, chiropractic can
help you reduce the nerve interference.

4. Movement
Ÿ Nerve system is set up to move and needs sensory input to be healthy
Ÿ Physical stress strengthens ligaments, muscles and bone as long as it's every now

and again (i.e. going for a run/walk/swim/cycle/rock-climb/paddle etc)
Ÿ Physical activity is an outlet for accumulated stress – Reduces eﬀect of allostatic

load (bad stimulation/information)
Ÿ Increased movement improves base tone of nerve system and therefore better

coordination of all processes of your body.
Ÿ Your posture improves with this better tone
Ÿ Increased movement acts like a vitamin for your nerve system (your body needs

it!) and strengthens your nerve system.
Ÿ If you've got imbalances in movement, you've got imbalances of messages to your

brain which will lead to imbalances of nerve output to your body which may seed
weaknesses predisposing you to injury and rapid degeneration.
Ÿ If you've any movement imbalance, you've got joint problems and should get

checked. Movement is prevention. But if things have gone too far, movement
may just be too painful due to damaged joints (subluxation). Putting this right is
vital for health.
Ÿ Body is habitually driven. Most things you do you don't have to think about

because the habit is unconscious. If you've carried an injury long enough, it will
be part of your neural habits (ingrained in your nerve system) and be harder to
remove. In this case, living with the misalignment doesn't only wear it out more
rapidly, it means you're training your body to keep badly aligned! Don't train bad
habits into your body! Get checked.

5. Ergonomics
This is about how you spend most your day. Principles guide this more than
anything else.

Principle one – you're designed for movement. Anything you do needs to include
movement. Being still for more than 20 minutes is inviting trouble. If you can't sit
for 20 minutes comfortably, you've got trouble already. Further, if you've damaged
your structure you might not be able to sit half that long without discomfort. The
reason being that scar tissue and physiological changes in the spinal supporting
structures mean you fatigue more quickly. So, plan your day so that you change
positions every 20 minutes – even if that break is only a 5-minute walk somewhere,
or shift to standing posture. This increases your body tone and is protective.
Standing desks are all the rage but fail the “change position every 20 minutes” test.
They also are prone to human tendency's to “cheat” – standing in an unbalanced
manner, slumping, etc. Being still too long in an upright position is bad and
predisposes people to varicosities in their legs, potentially fainting, knee/foot fatigue
and low back and shoulder/neck pain!

Principle two - Posture is an unconscious thing. You already know this because
you've tried to stand or sit up straight only to ﬁnd yourself slumped sometime soon
after. You can only consciously control posture for a brief time before your spinal
reﬂexes take over again. Therefore, ergonomics will only help you so much. Your
posture is governed from the brainstem (extends down to the upper part of your
neck) and cerebellum (in the back base of your skull). It's based on feedback from
your joint and muscle system. If you have loss of or interference to your nerve

system (subluxation), the information ﬂow will be
aﬀected and that will change your posture. This may
well be the cause of your back pain at work!
Improve the feedback by a combination of reducing
subluxation and conscious posturing better posture
reduces the strain/overload on your spine/back you
feel better!

Principle three – Good seated posture - knees
ankles, hips at 90* with upright spine (not needing to
rest on back support) shoulders relaxed, not
slumped. In this arrangement your hands should
drop on the keyboard as if you've got a tennis ball
under your palms (good piano playing posture)
Screen should be no further away (and no closer)
than the length of your raised ﬁst with straight elbow
(do not reach forward). Eye position on the screen
should be at the horizontally in front of your eyes
and working range of vision should be with-in a
range of 5* above and below this line. Mouse should
be reached with your elbow relaxed at your side and
shoulder relaxed. Mouse position – your hand
should be in front of your shoulder (not outside the
line of your shoulder or inside it for that matter)
Variation about this is going to be needed – eyesight
problems might make screen to eye distance diﬃcult
for some people for example – but if this is the case,
take yourself to your optometrist. Always use your
common sense – if it hurts, don't do it! If you can't
set it up so you're not uncomfortable – seek help
from a chiropractor – you're showing you need it!

6. Lifting Habits
You need to know how. You've probably heard that you need to lift with your knees
and hips not your back. But the truth of the matter is that if pain/weakness stops
you from bending down to your toes without bending your knees, then you've
functional problems in your back that need to be sorted out.
That being said, lifting heavier weights or even just awkward weights requires a bit
of thought.

More Principles!
Ÿ Keep the weight close to your body. If it isn't close, make it close somehow.
Ÿ Use your legs to create leverage. I.e. Left Foot on ground, Right knee on ground

beside it. (Half kneel, half full squat). Pull the weight onto the (Rt)knee on ground.
Balance the weight on your (Rt)knee and rock backwards until knees about level.
Transfer weight to other (Lt)knee and stand up from there, balancing weight on
the (Lt)knee and keeping back straight.
Ÿ Stiﬀen back by forming the arch before loading.
Ÿ Alternatively, get social! – Get someone to help you
Ÿ Move slowly and steadily Do not move in a jerky fashion.
Remember, lifting is a complex action. If you've got back problems (Subluxation) it's
not going to go well.

7. Healing
Accelerate healing by supplying any obvious lack.
Vitamin C helps collagen form properly (Ligament repair) – sources F&V, citrus,
vitamin tabs, turmeric/cumin (curcuminoids – protect your Vit C levels and taste
great in curry's!)
Essential Fatty acids – Fish oil can help reduce your inﬂammatory proﬁle
Water – always heal better with water.
Basic Mineral salts – there is a body of evidence showing that our foods may not
contain enough basic minerals for us to be healthy and strong. Supplementing these
may be useful. If you wish to investigate this avenue further, I can send you an
online survey that can narrow down what you might need to take.
Request email - info@backdoctors.com.au and put in subject line “Active Elements
Reuest”.

Where to Start
What to do?
Ÿ In the short term you'd be best served implementing one or two of the above

options at a time. Choose the one or two of the above that most “resonates” with
you. Give it a week or 2 to work. Then add one or two more habits in.
Ÿ Remember that long term health is a consequence of good habits practiced long

term. You'll see that principle working across all areas of life – in business, in
relationships, in your garden 12 etc, etc.
Ÿ If you're going to try these things un-assisted, the guiding principle is that healing

takes time. (another law of life!) You can't rush it. Basic ligament healing takes 6

weeks if you've torn something. Most
conditions people accept as normal are those
that become pain free within one week. If
things aren't improving by then, you should
seek help from your local friendly chiropractor!
Ÿ Lastly, if you make the changes in your life

recommended above – even if they don't
“work” (eliminate your pain) – they will set you
up to be stronger and less likely to hurt
yourself in future. So remember, health is a
series of good habits practiced regularly over
time. Best get started!
Notes: In the medium term (4- 6 Weeks), If you've
hurt yourself (ankle sprain, low back strain etc)
you won't be back to your “normal strength for
about 6 weeks – that's how long it takes for new
tissue to form and strengthen. So don't push
yourself until after that time frame.
If problems are “rumbling along” (back niggles
and “comes good”) once a month or more often,
then you've got a back problem and might just be
dealing with a evolving disc injury (for which you
really should get checked before your back really
gives way) Disc injuries can take months to get
out of pain and may never be the same again if
you let it get to that point.
If you've got long term injury or repeated injury
that usually means poor healing stacked on poor
healing resulting in long term back degeneration.
The best advice I can give you there is to get
some help. You are unlikely to sort it out on your
own; If you could you would have done it already.

